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BEFORE THE UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION,

In the Matter of PACIFIC GAS
Docket No. 50-205

AND ELECTRIC COMPANY ~~''.. ce; y
e ent No. 1

1
1

-

| Now comes PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY (the Company)

and amends its above-numbered application by submitting herewith
'

the Company's answers to the questions raised by the Division of
.

Licensing and Regulation and attached to the Commission's letter

I dated February 26, 1963.
1

Subscribed in-San Francisco, California, this 4th day

of March, 1963. I
1-
.

Respectfully submitted, |.

|
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY I

C.! 'By -

|
Pe

s.

RICHARD H. PETERSON #, "
FREDERICK W. MIELKE, JR. D

* ' o,1963 > [9
'

PHILIP A. CRANE, JR. -

n,..

| Attorneys for Pacific Gas p,-i
fil.':-an lectric Comp
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# /
| Ph11117 A. Grane, ,Jr.. -,
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cn , I 'f.6 Subscribed and sworn to before me,p, g-J'' Q. this 4th day of March, 1963. ,,
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h V Rita J. Gre Notary Public in < '

dp ) j- and for the ty and County.of

f.)t San Francisco, State of California
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
*

BOEGA BAY ATOMIC PARK - UNIT NO.1
i

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS RAISED BY THE
DIVISION OF LICENSING AND REGUIATION

REIATIVE TO CONSTRUCTION PERMIT APPLICATION
,

i

l

1. As required by Paragraph 50 35, Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
(sea revision effective January 29,-1963) describe the research and develop-
ment programs which vill be conducted to resolve those design problems hav-
ing a bearing on the safety of the plant.

.

The following research and development programa vill be conducted by
the Company: J

(a) Meteorology. A meteorological facility is being installed at'

the site to provide necessary data for atmospheric diffusion
studies. Instruments vill be mounted at three levels on a 250
ft. tower and vill measure temperature and vind speed and dir-
ection. All readings vill be digitized and recorded on paper -

I tape. (PHSR, page V-9, and Appendix I).

(b) Oceanography. The capacity of the ocean to diffuse the con-
denser cooling vater and minimize the eiTects of temperature
and radio-activity on the marine biota is being investigated
in a series of tests conducbed at the site. These tests in-
clude use cf drift poles and uranine dye as well as measure- i

ments of temperature and salinity. They vill continue through
at least one annual cycle of oceanographic and meteorological !

m

conditions. (PHSR, page V-11)

(c) Marine Biology Survey. An ecological survey is being conducted
to prepare check lists of the marine fauna and flora of Bodega
Head and Harbor. (PHSR, page V-12)

(d) Radiological Survey. A preoperational monitoring survey of the
site and its environs vill be initiated two years before com- >

mencement of operation of the reactor. The details of this

program have not been completed for Bodega Bay. However, it is
anticipated that it will be similar to that conducted for the
Company's Humboldt Bay nuclear unit. (PHSR, page V-13)

(e) Pressure Suppression Tests. Additional tests vill be conducted
at the Company's Moss Landing Power Plant to determine whether
or not, baffles between vent pipes are required in the suppression
pool.*

I
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In addition to the research and development work being carried out by,

the Company the General Electric Company is carrying out a number of
research and development programs of safety significance that vill
influence the design of the Bode 6a Bay plant. These are:

(f) Fuel Development. Results from fuel element development tests
'

and experience with fuel designs nov employed in existing re-
actors vill form the basis for the selection of the Bodega fuel.
See answer to question 4.

. . ,

(g) Instrumentation Development. In-core startup range neutron
detectors are being developed as a possible substitute for the
previously planned out-of-core detectors. See answer to ques--

tion 23

(h) Control System Development. A prototype Bodega contrul rod
drive is currently being manufactured. It vill be subjected
to extensive developmental testing before the final drive

! design is released for manufacture. Several devices which
| could reduce the likelihood or magnitude of a control rod drop-
! out accident are being developed for possible use in the Bodega
l control system, as discussed in the answer to question W .

(1) Nuclear Excursion Analysis Development. Analytical models are
being developed for the more accurate prediction of the physi-
cal consequences of nuclear excursion as discussed in the
answer to question W .

2. Delineate the division of responsibility between Pacific Gas and Electric
7 Company and General Electric Company, in this project.

|

1General Electric Company will design and furnish the nuclear' steam )supply system, and vill specify design requirements for reactor
auxiliary systems. Pacific Gas and Electric Company is responsible
for the design of the overall plant and vill supervise its construc-
tion. In addition, General Electric Company has been retained as
nuclear consultant.

.

3 Indicate whether a filter vill be provided for the air ejector discharge
to the stack and the approximate delay time provided ahead of this filter.
(Figure II-1).

A particulate filter vill be provided at the end of the air ejector
off gas holdup line. Approximately twenty minutes of delay time vill-

be provided by the pipe ahead of this filter.

.
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,4 Justify, through reference to previous operating experience and experi-
ments, your fuel element design using stainless steel cladding having a j
thickness of 11 mils.

The 11 mil clad fuel described in the Preliminary Hazards Summary
Report has been tentatively selected for the Bodega reactor. The
final design vill not be selected until early in 1964. Developmental,

fuel designs, including soms with 11 mil clad,. are presently under-
going testing at various reactor facilities as part of General Elec-
tric Company and Atomic Energy Commission development programs.
Experience with these fue]c and with standard fuel designs nov emp-
loyed in existing boiling water reactors vill form the basis for

selection of the fuel design to be used'for the Bodega plant. Ifo

experience indicates that 11 mil stainless fuel vould perform satis-
factorily, it may be used. Alternate clads that might be used are
stainless steel of greater thickness or zircaloy. !

I
5 Indicate the height of water shielding which vill be provided above a fuel

element when it is being transferred through the gate opening from the re- jactor to the storace pool. State the calculated radiation dose rates at
Ithe pool surface under these conditions.

A minimum vater cover of 8h feet will be provided above a single
irradiated fuel element when it is being transferred from the reactor
to the spent fuel storage pool. The calculated dose rate during
transfer is 6 mrem /hr at the pool surface. When fuel is stored in the
spent fuel storage pool racks, a minimum cover of 12 feet is provided. {

{
^

4

6. What precautions are being taken'to ensure that a rupture of a line pene-
trating the containment vall vill not cause containment rupture?

Piping restraints vill be provided at the containment penetrations to,

assure that failure of the pipe vill not tear the containment. Dryvell
penetration nozzles will be " guarded" so that rupture of the pressure,

;piping vill not rupture the containment penetration nozzle.

7 State the manner in which the biological shield vill be cooled and the design
criteria to be followed in designing this cooling system.

The biological shield vill be cooled in the vicinity adjacent to the
core with treated cooling water from the reactor cooling water system

)flowing in embedded pipe coils. The system vill be designed for a
maximum concrete operating temperature of 150*F. Temperature gradi-
ents vill be. minimized to hold the temperature difference across the
shield to 80*F or less. Should design calculations indicate high
local gradients,, consideration vill be given to making the inner belt

|shield non-structural and insulating it from the outer structural con-
|

.

crete. Corrosion problems vill be considered and some standby capacity
|vill be available. '

'
3
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8. What are the closing time specifications on the containment isolation valves
,

and turbine trip valves?

The turbine stop valves vill close in less than 1 second. In the event
of a main rteam line rupture outside the dryvell, the main steam line
isolation valves vill close in tire to permit continued feedvater flov

;

to recover the core before damaging temperatures are reached. This '

time has not been determined yet, but is. expected to be within the
range of 10 to 30 seconds. Solenoid valves used in pressure suppres- |

sion system vent lines vill close in about one second. Closing times
for other isolation valves have not been determined.

.
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9 State whether the dryvell vill be provided with an airlock entrance and in-- J,

| ,

State the type of instrumentation which will be provided to indicate re -

''

dicate. your intentions relative to entering the dryvell during operation.'

circulation pump performance. ' Indicate' vhat assurance there is that the '

equipment will operate. satisfactorily under 150*F ambient conditions. .

The dry well vill be provided with an airlock entranco. It vill not1 I
be entered during power operation, but may be entered when the; reactor
is hot and pressurized.

,; Recirculation pump performance vill be monitored by the following types
of instrumentation. Alam and riad-out equipment vill be located in
the control room.,

Recirculation Flov - Flow metering nozzle in pump discharge piping. g

Electrical Power Input to Motor - Ammeter. j.

Vibration - Vibration alarm switch on motor support.
Mechanical Seal Perfomance - Pressures- and temperatures at the

'

individual seals are indicated, with' alarm settings for selected->

high or low readings.
Shaft Seal Icakage - A high flow reading is alarmed.
Cooling Water Flov - Ioss of cooling water flow is alamed.
Motor bearing Temperatures - High temperature is alamed.
Motor Winding Temperatures - High temperature is alarmed. .i

Motor Lube Oil Ievels - Selected high and low levels are alamed. l

.

Recirculation pump operation under 150*F cmbient conditions is expected
to result in a vinding temperature. rise vell within the capability of-
the Class B insulation supplied with the motors, projected over their '
expected life...

Operation of the other pump _ components vill not be affected by ambient
., conditions in the 150*F range.

10. Indicate how the spent fuel vill be hendled preparatory to shipment off-
site.

.

Tentative plans are to remove the fuel bundle channels, store the fuel
bundles in the fuel pool for approximately 60 days or more, and then
load them in an approved shipping cask for shipment to a reprocessing
plant. Any damaged fuel bundles vould be placed in water-tight con-
tainers for both storage and shipment. An alternate being considered
is the removal of bundle structural components by dist*, sembling the
bundles within the fuel pool and then shipping the fuel rods to a re-
processing site and the structural components not suitable for reuse to
an approved was,te disposal site. No cutting or removal of fuel rod
cladding is p1'anned.

,
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11. How many scrams can be accomplished with the stored energy in the scram
*

accumulators.

One. The accumulators vill be sized so that each drive can be com-
pletely scrammed with the water from its accumulator when the reactor
is at atmospheric pressure. Recharging'is necessary after each ceram. ;

The recharging action is automatically accomplished by tha hydraulic
system pumps after scram. Interlocks prevent drive v:G.ndrawal before
recharging is completed.

12. State the core inlet subcooling at rated conditions.
;

13*F. ij .

13 What is the reactivity worth of starting a recirculation pump under normal j
and abnormal conditions? Are interlocks provided to (a) prevent starting '

a pump when the loop valve is open and (b) limit the rate of valve opening? I

Design of the recirculation system is not complete, but it vill be i

designed so that the normal startup of a pump vill not cause a signifi- I
cant reactor flux transient. As for abnormal conditions, analog com- 1
puter studies have been made of the transient which would result if
failure of the interlocks permitted the pump to start up with the dis-
charge valve open. With the pump inertia that has been specified for
the Bodega pumps, about four seconds are required for the pump to reach
full speed under these conditions. Assuming an initial reactor power
level of 80%, the maximum excess reactivity resulting from this trans- )
ient is about 20 cents and the maximum fission power reached is about J125%, assuming no high flux scram occurs. Analysis of the " cold water
accident", where it is assumed a loop is started when filled with coldn

water, has not been co:::pleted, but the interlocks and limited opening
speed of the discharge valves, as discussed below, vill prevent a severe
transient in this case.

.

Interlocks vill be provided to prevent starting of a recirculation pump
if the main loop valve downstream from the pump is open' or if the by-
pass valve around the main loop valve is closed. The rate of valve j

opening vill be limited by the operating speed of the motor operators. )

|

'
|.,
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14. What conditions, such as low condenser vacuum, can prevent use of the main
feedvater pump?

Any condition which interrupts or prevents operation of the turbine
generator unit vill similarly affect operation of the main feedvater
pump. A number of abnormal conditions, which might lead to damage to
the turbine generator if allowed to continue vill cause the turbine

stop valves to close. Among these are (1) Lov condenser vacuum, (2)
Lov oil level, (3) Loss of generator field, (4) High reactor water
level, (5) kw bearing oil pressure, (6) Overspeed, end (7) High bear-

| ing temperature. During turbine coast-down following the trip the-
' main feedvater pump would continue to deliver water to the reactor

until its discharge pressure dropped below reactor pressure. ;

loss of auxiliary power vould result in loss of the condensate pumps,
and hence loss of feedvater pump suction.

1
15 What is the reactivity worth of the liquid poison system and what is its '

rate of reactivity addition? What is the vorth of the system when the re-
fueling pool is connected to the reactor vessel?

The reactivity worth of the liquid poison system based upon cold con-
ditions and total injection vill be at least 20% ok assuming that the
reactor water is at its normal level and the poison is evenly di'stri-
buted throughout. With this concentration the rate of. reactivity
addition vill be at least 0 5% Ak per minute. If the poison system

]is actuated at a time when the refueling pool is connected to the re- -

actor, the reactivity vorth vill be about 5% A k. This figure assumes
that the gate between the fuel canal area immediately above the reac-
tor vessel and the fuel storage pool is closed before any significant

| amount of poison has diffused into the pool and also that the poison |
is evenly distributed throughout the reactor vessel and canal vater.

16. What is the heat removal capacity of one tube bundle of the emergency con-
denser?

i

|

Each bundle vill have a heat removal capacity of 1.8% of rated reactor )thermal output. j

17 Describe the research and development program which has been or will be.

conducted to supporb the use of the internal steam separators and indi-
cate the separation efficiency expected. Indicate the data which are
presently available upon which the design vill be based.

The Bodega redctor has the following approximate steam separation
specifications' and dimensions, based on present technology. I

1

1
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System operating pressure 1075 i
-

Maximum system carryunder 0.25%steambyve.'.ght j
in recirculation {
vater jMaximum moisture in steam leaving axial units

*
-

6-10% moisture in ;

steam by weight
Maximum moisture in steam leaving dryer 0.1%byveight
Number of axial units 102
Dimensions of axial units 55 inches long by 13 5

inches 0.D.
Average quality entering axial unit 9.6% by veight.

.

Average flow per axial unit 435,000lbs/hr |
Separator pressure drop 7 psi

'

Standpipe height 6 feet
Normal water level variation due to load

changes 20 inches. I

Internal steam separating systems have been developed intensively by
the General Electric Atomic Power Equipment Department. Three separate I

test facilities have been used for this development: one uses high I
pressure steam-vater, and two use air-water at atmospheric conditions.
Steam-vater has been used where carryover is important, such as tests
of dryers and of axial units. Air-vater has been used when flow ob--

servation is important, such as preliminary testing of primary units.
Air-vater has also been used for large scale, high flow system tests
concerned mainly with two-phase flow in a closed plenum, flow through
separators,. and flow of the separated vater which has left the separa-
tors.

]

The major effort has been the development of an axial separator which
would handle a vide range of flows up to the required maximum with a
relatively low pressure drop and do this over a vide range of water
level. Also, a method has been developed for predicting the water ;

level gradient which exists at the water discharge plenum for a group |of separators operating in parallel.
|Tests show that steam approaching the steam dryer after discharge from

the axial separator must not exceed certain functions of velocity and
inlet moisture. Dryer performance is also a function of operating
pressure.

18. State the criteria to be followed in sizing the plenum space in each fuel
rod and in preventing collapse from external pressure.

Design Criteria to Avoid Collapse. The clad thickness is established
. by determining the requirements to avoid collapse of the fuel rod.

This is accoefplished by (1) totalling the stresses related to external
; pressum, stress due to ovality of the tubing, and thermal stress; and

(2) selecting the clad vall thickness such that the total stress does
not exceed' the yield strength of the material at any operating condi-
tion.

,
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Criteria to Establish Plenum Space. The plenum space is established
'

by totnlling the effects of maximum internal pressure in any fuel rod
due to gaseous fission products (at maximum anticipated UO2 burnup)
and trace volatile impurities in UO2 pellets; and setting the plenum
space to avoid a stress in excess of the yield strength of the cladding.

19 Ibscribe the techniques and equipment to be used for decay heat removal-

,

during the first hour after shut down from full power under the assumption . *

of failure of the entire feedvater system.
-

u

The emergency condenser plus the " bleed" valves in the " feed-bleed"
system vill handle decay heat removal in this case, even if one emer-
gency condenser coil is unavailable. The bleed valves will auto-,

matically open if the emergency condenser alone vill not handle the
cooling load and vill automatically close again as pressure is re-
duced before enough water is lost to approach uncovering the core.
Backup for this methed of cooling is available from the feed-bleed
system. Feed can be supplied from the feed-bleed system pump or
startup feed pump through core spray system piping which is still
available in the event of a failure in the main feedvater system.

20. What is the heat removal capacity of the emergency core spray system? As- j
sume a major rupture of a recirculation line has caused the water level to
fall below the core. |

Each of the two core spray system pumps is specified to deliver 1000. I
spm at 150 psi. Heat removal capacity of the system depends on fuel
cladding temperature. Assuming a fuel cladding temperature of 1500'F

{

,

at the hottest spot, it is estimated that a 1200 gpm spray rate vould i

give a heat removal capacity of at least 40 Mv.

Since submission of the Preliminary Hazards Summary Report, provisions
for a source of high pressure core spray, in addition to the low pres-
sure system described above, have been made. Piping vill be installed
so that flow from the start-up feed pump can be routed to the core
spray header. Rated capacity for this pump is approximately 700 gpm
at 1060 psi. With a cladding hot spot temperature of 1500*F, it is
estimated that this flow should give a spray cooling capacity of at
least 30 Mv.

21. What are the consequences of a leak in a recirculation loop that causes the
water level in the core to fall in spite of maximum feedvater flov while
the vessel pressure remains above 150 psi?

In this case the start-up feed pump flow would be routed through the
core spray hgader to provide core cooling and reduce reactor pressure-

to below 15cr psi at which time the low pressure com spray system
would be started to continue core cooling.

(
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, Do any pipes or. tubes, such as pneumatic or hydraulic lines, lead from the
.

22.
'

drywell area or the suppression pool tank to the control room? If so, dis-
cuss the potential for the transmission of radio-activity through these con-
duits to the control room if a severe accident occurs in the drywell.

No pneumatic or hydraulic lines vill lead from the dry well area or the
suppression pool tank to the control room. Instrument readings, such
as pressure and level, will be transmitted to the control room electri-,

cally.

23 Show that the startup source vill be capable of producing a satisfactory
response in the nuclear instrumentation in view of the proposal that the
nuclear instrumentation is to cover only a range of nine decades.o

The design criteria for the strength and number of neutron sources is
that the source or sources be of sufficient strength to provide one,.

) count per second on the startup instrumentation channels with a signal-
to-noise ratio of 3 to 1. This may be difficult to achieve with the
out-or-core startup channel detectore described in the Preliminary,

Hazards Summary Report.

Use of in-core detectors would reduce source , requirements and give in-
creased sensitivity. In-core startup detectors are being developed
and will be used to replace the out-of-core detectors if they prove to
offer significant advantages.

.

24. Justify the omission of the following as reactor scram signals:
(a) Seismic shock.
(b) kw control rod drive system hydraulic pressure.|

(c) kw reactor pressure.~

'
.

(a) 'Ihe plant vill be designed to ride safely through the maximum
potential earthquake at the site. Even if it were not tio de-

;signed, it is believed the addition of a seismic scram would not I

significantly add to plant safety because the consequences of
the types of damage that would be expected from earthquake shocks
would be essentially the same whether the reactor were scrammed on
the initial shock or not. For this reason and to assure contin-

i uity of service to the system, we believe it essential to con-
servatively design the plant to withstand carthquake forces with-
out seismic scram devices.

(b) It is not believed necessary to scram on low hydraulic system
~

pressure because loss of system pressure would not result in lossi

I of pressure in the scram accumulators. Additionally, a controlL rod drive ,can still be scrammed from reactor pressure if its ac-
cumulator~ loses pressure when the reactor is pressurized. Lov.,

accumulator pressure is alarmed and interlocks prevent control. rod
withdrawal if any two of the .145 accur.;ulators lose pressure.

.

|
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'(c) A decmase in reactor pressure vill cause an increase in core void
- content and a consequent decrease in reactor power due to the nega-
tive reactivity effect of the increase in voids. Past experience
with other boiling water reactors and preliminary studies of 'the
Bodega reactor indicate that the void shutdown mechanism is quite
strong and that a low pressum ' scram is not necessary for reactor
protection.

,,

25 The reactor scram system includes a number of solenoid valves and other.elec-
trical devices. Is the reactor automatically shut down any time there is an
interruption of electrical power to these devices or to the control chain
which actuates these scram devices?

'

The power for the dual channel safety system, including the solenoid
operated scram pilot valves, is supplied through two independent buses.
Ioss of power to both buses vill cause the reactor to scram. Failure

of power to only one bus vill cause de-energization of the scram pilot
valves connected to the channel served by that bus but vill not result
in a scram. This permits reactor operation to continue with single
channel protection provided by the unaffected channel.

26. Explain how the two-channel reactor protection system is "failvsafe" if
both channels must be de-energized to produce a reactor scram. Is there
any v , such as transistor shorting, in which a channel may fail and yet
maint n an energized output?

The two channel reactor protection system is " fail-safe" in that a
number of component failures vill not interfere with the reactor pro-
tection function. Failure of individual r:omponents in an unsafe j
manner is protected against by redundancy of both components and 1
circuitry. Unfortunately the schematic diagram in the Preliminary. 8

Hazards Report does not show this, but the component and circuit
arrangement is such that it vould require a minimum of four par- )ticular transistors (one of each of four pairs) or two series pairs
of diodes (one pair in each of two sensing circuits) failing simul-

.,

taneously to disable one safety channel in a manner which would pre- '

'

vent reactor scram. Failure of components is detected by periodic
tests and the gross failure of the number of components required to j
disable a channel is believed to be hi6hly improbable. A new schema-
tic drawing showing one of the two channels is shown on the next
page.

.
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27. Describe the shielding that will be placed below the reactor vessel to permit
maintenance operations in the "sub-pile" room.

The 14 feet of water between the bottom of the core and the reactor vessel
bottom head provides adequate shielding for maintenance of the control
rod drives when shut down. No addition:! ihielding is contemplated at

, this time. *

28. If an earthquake or some other occurrence should interrupt the supply of
sea water, what auxiliary sources of cooling water will always be available
and how long could these water supplies be used to dissipate reactor decay-

heat?

It is not expected that the sea water cooling system would be interrupted
by an earthquake. In addition, the raw water storage system will have-

, a minimum reserve for fire and other emergencies of 150,000 gallons of
fresh water. This amount of water could supply makeup to the emergency
condenser for approximately 2 days after power shutdown. After that
time other emergency sources such as fire pumps could be available if
needed.

29. What reactor operations resulting in reactivity changes will be permitted
while the drywell vessel head is removed?

| Core loading and refueling operations including poison curtain move-
ment, rod withdrawals to verify that shutdown margin requirements are
being met, and critical testing at power levels up to about 0.1 Mw.

30. What water clean-up equipment and off-gas removal equipment will be provided
for the removal and control of fission products in the fuel storage pool?

t

The water in the spent fuel storage pool will be recirculated through
a filter to control cleanliness and visibility. Should fiscion !

products be released to the pool water in quantities or form which
| the filter can not handle, the water can be routed through the radwaste
|

demineralized. The surface of the pool will be swept with the building
| ventilation air and exhausted out the stack.

.'
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'31. Explain the criteria to be followed in determining whether both or only one
of a pair of isolation valves is to receive automatic closure signals.*

One isolation valve is provided at the containment barrier for each
major penetration, as described in Section III-2-f of Exhibit C.

Each such isolation valve is backed up by a remotely operable process
valve or by a second isolation valve (in some instances, a check valve).
Whe~re two isolation valves are provided, both will receive automatic
closure signals.

32. What is the magnitude of the pressure rise in the Refueling Containment
Building in the event of a failure of a reactor auxiliary system (for-

example, a leak in the emergency condenser system or the high pressure de-
mineralized)? What is the design pressure rating of the Refueling Contain-
ment Building?

The pressure rise in the refueling building which would result from a
.

failure of a reactor auxiliary system is dependent on such things as I

the s'.zo of the break, isolation valve timing, and the extent of guard
piping, which have not been completely determined. Should the calculated
pressure rise be such as to endanger the building structure, pressure
relief will be incorporated into the design, using non-structural relief
panels or doors.

The earthquake resistant design of the buil' ding affords approximately i

12 inches of water of pressure rating.

33. Justify the use of the proposed minimum burnout ratio criterion for the design
of the core. What burnout data correlation has been used in burnout analyses?
At what reactor power level is the burnout ratio of 1.5 expected to occur?
At what reactor power level (steady state) would the burnout ratio reach 1.07
Discuss the nature of any conservatism used in estimating the heat fluxes used
in burnout ratio calculations. What minimum burnout ratio is reached as a
consequence of a loss of feedwater flow accident?

The burnout correlation being used for design and analysis of the
Bodega Bay plant is given in " Burnout Limit Curves for Boiling Water
Reactors," by E. Janssen and S. Levy, April 14, 1962 (APED 3892).
This correlation is also used for burnout calculations at the Dresden
and Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Stations. The minimum burnout ratio
of 1.5 proposed for Bodega Bay is the same as that specified in the
Big Rock operating license.

In discussions held with ACRS and AEC staff members, preliminary to
a issue of thp Big Rock operating license, the question of the minimum

burnout ratio was thoroughly reviewed. Several important points
made in the discussions are summarized as follows:

1. Emphasis on experimental determination of burnout in recent
years has resulted in a considerably increased number of data
points and more accuracy in experimental techniques as
indicated by a decrease in the scatter of experimental data.

.
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2. Investigation of variations in the geometries of test assemblies
,

has verified the applicability of experimental results from I

simplified geometry tests to multi-rod configurations.

3. Better understanding of the physical phenomena involved in burn-
out has been attained through actual observation and the develop
ment of consistent theoretical models.

4. Preliminary investigation of operation beyond " burnout" (depart-
'

ure from nucleate boiling) has been carried out which indicates
that such operation can be sustained without actual burnout of
fuel.,

5. The Vallecitos Boiling Water Reactor has been operated over a
year with a minimum burnout ratio of 1.5.

|

The factor of 1.5 is applied to the basic burnout correlation to account
for any uncertainties associated with the experimental data and development
of the correlation. As a result of the work summarized above, these un-
certainties have been considerably reduced since reactors such as Dresden
were designed with a minimum burnout ratio of 2.0. Based on the use of-
this improved burnout correlation, a minimum burnout ratio of 1.5 is con-
sidered justified for use in designing the Bodega Bay reactor core.

Because we evaluate burnout margin on the basis of abnormal localized
peakipgg rather than overall power, margin, we do not have detailed cal-
eqlations in answer to this question. We estimate that if core power were
increased, maintaining a fixed power distribution, the reactor power corres-
poinding to a 1.5 burnout ratio would be in excess of 1207. of rated power.
We are not able to extrapolate to a burnout ratio of one without further
detailed calculations that are not now completed.

The conservatism used in estimating the heat fluxes used in burnout ratio
calculations is as follows:

The heat fluxes are calculated for core average and local over-a.
power conditions which have been conservatively estimated.

b. Less than 17. of the fuel in the core would be operating at the peak
calculated heat flux even if all gr us and local peaking factors
were to occur at the same location h the core.

A sudden loss.of feedwater flow while the reactor is at rated power will,

cause the level to drop at a rate of 4 inches per second. The low level
scram point will, be set at about 12 inches below the nortpal water level.
Thus, low level' scram will occur about 3 seconds after loss of feedwater
flow. Since the transit time from the feedwater sparger ring to the core
inlet is about 10 seconds, the reactor will have scrammed before the core

-14-
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inlet temperature can rise appreciably and then the burnout ratio will
not decrease during this transient.

For slow loss of feed flow the core inlet temperature can rise appreciably,

prior to low icvel scram. Preliminary studies indicate that reactor
power will drop slowly due to the increased core voids caused by the
increase in core inlet temperature. In this case the reactor pressure
regulator will decrease steam flow in order to hold pressure constant.
The slight increase in core voids necessary to cause reactor power to
decrease will not cause any appreciable change in the burnout ratio since,
essentially, steady state conditions will be maintained throughout the
slow loss of feed flow.,

,
,

If the question refers to loss of reacter recirculation flow, it has been
calculated that the minimum burnout ratio will not fall below 1.5 in the
event recirculation flow was reduced due to loss of pump power. The
recirculation pumps are equipped with flywheels to minimize the reduc-
tion in burnout ratio during the transient.

34. State where poison curtains will be located in the core, how they will be
supported, and how they will be held in place.

4

The poison curtains will be located in the gaps between fuel assemblies :

that.do not contain movable control blades. The curtains will be
supported from a hanger rod which attaches to the top guide structure.

;

They are held in place by' the fuel element channels and significant j
upward or downward movement is prevented. by the design of the hanger

|

rod attachment to the top guide structure. Should the hanger fail, I
movement out of the core is prevented by the top guide structure and
the fuel support plates.

35. State the average steam volume fraction in the core at rated conditions
and the average exit as well as the hot channel exit volume fractions.
Describe the research and development and/or analytical programs which have
been or will be conducted to determine the stability of the reactor at
proposed conditions.

Preliminary calculations indicate that at rated conditions, the steam
volume fractions are as follows:

'

core average - 37%
channel exit average - 58%
hot channel exit - 67%

In addition to , development work being carried out by General Electric
Company in the' general area of two-phase flow dynamics, there has been
considerable effort within the Bodega project to assure the stability'

of the reactor. Specifically, this effort includes the development
of an analog computer model for plant dynamic studies. Thic model has

.
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been checked against Dresden reactor plant transients, both for Dresden )*

rated conditions and for the conditions of the Dresden High Voids Test I
(30% core average voids) conducted in September, 1961. The model has |been found to give adequate correspondence to test results. This model j
provides for calculation for transient conditions of reactor power, j

-

pressure, recirculation flow, core voids, fuel temperature, water level, I

steam flow, feed flow, at.d subcooling in such a manner as to adequately I
describe the interaction of these variables for purposes of evaluating l

plant dynamic behavior. The dynamic characteristics of the internal
steam separators are important in developing the analog model of the
Bodega plant. The internal ssparators are the only area of the Bodega i
model which is substantially different from the Dresden system. In |
conjunction with steam separator development tests, tests are planned, .

'

to experimentally confirm dynamic characteristics now used in the Bodega
model. It is believed that parametric studies made with the Bodega
model will allow the plant to be designed in such a manner that its
satisfactory dynamic performance will be assured. d

36 State the design shutdown margin for the most reactive conditbn at the most
reactive time in core life,

iThe criterion for design is that the core be suberitical by 1% a k |

with the most reactive control rod fully withdrawn at the most reactive j
condition at any time in core. life. With all control rods inserted. |

| the shutdown margin will be at least 3% a k.
|!

1
37. Describe the catch basins and how they will function. Discuss whether they

can overflow. Estimate maximum radioactivity concentrations to be allowed
to accumulate in a catch basin, both in solution or suspension and as
deposited material.

Normally catch basins in the plant areas subject to possible radioactive
contamination continually drain rain water to the circulating water
tunnel and thence to the ocean. The catch basins can be isolated from
the tunnel and pump;.1 or drained to nadwaste for treatment or storage.
This will be done when equipment cleanup work is being done, or when
radioactive material is in the drainable areas.

These catch basins will be designed to handle, without overflowing,
an estimated peak runoff due to rainfall with discharge to the ocean.,

They will not overflow during cleanup operations of either equipment or
equipment areas, and no radioactivity concentrations will be permitted
to accumulate in the catch basins but will be drained off to Radwastefor treatment or storage.

38. Provide an analysis, to demonstrate that the proposed design, operating pro-
cadures, and release * limits for the circulating water and waste disposal
pystems in conjunction with the proposed monitoring equipment'and procedures
assure that no person will be exposed to concentrations of radioactivity in
excess of 'those permitted by Commission r'egulations if the marine environment
is subjected to the effects of the operations contemplated. This analysis
should take into account re-concentration effects and other pertinent factors.
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Our replies to question 1 indicate the scope of research programs being |

carried out at the Bodega plant site on meteorology, oceanography,
marine biology and a pre-operational radiological survey. Data and in-
formation gathered from these research programs will provide the basis .

for establishing release limits for the circulating water and gaseous
waste disposal cyste'ms. The oceanographic surveys will indicate the
capacity of the ocean to diffuse and mix the condenser cooiing water.
Along with such physical field tests analytica1' methods have been.
. pursued which indicate that based on the expected radionuclides and
their expected concentrations a general control limit of 10-7 micro-i

curies per cc, or separate limit based on batch analysis, will provide
ample safety with regard to hazard to man from seafood. Biological-

reconcentration factors as suggested in appropriate NAS documents were
included in this evaluation. Diffusion in the sea using several con-
servative analytical models indicates a factor of 200 to 1000 within

one kilometer of the discharge point. Additional analyses are being
made by the Company's marine consultant, Dr. Salo of Humboldt State
College, and his staff. Because of the nature of the outfall and the

rugged coastline, access to the outfall proper by either fish or fisher-
men is practically precluded.

Gascous release limits are dependent on local meteorological conditions
combined with local topography, stack height and quantity of gaseous
waste to be discharged. After sufficient data is collected an analysis
will be made to demonstrate that the proposed design, operating procedures
and release limits for gaseous wastes will be such that no person will

i
be exposed to concentrations of radioactivity in excess of those permitted !by Commission regulations. '

.

In addition, an adequate environmental monitoring program will be conducted
to assure that permissible exposure rates due to plant waste emissions

|will not be exceeded.
.

1
'

.
,
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.39. What- is expected to be the total annual discharge of radioactive :11guid 'and .
gaseoqs westes from'this plant?

i
t' -1We plan to request liquid and'8aseous waste disposal limits based on '

-- applicqble limits in 10 CFR 20.-
|

'

It ip expected that normal' operation discharges will be. well within
', expected permissible limits but we are unable to estimate how much-,

_ lower they will be until additional operating experience is gained
.at. Humboldt Bay and other reactors similar in design to Bode 8a. I
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40. Delineate the conditions under which (1) the emergency condenser will be 1
-

in service while other containment isolation valves are closed,- (2) the
emergency condenser isolation valves will be closed while other contain-

,

ment isolation valves are open and (3) all isolation valves are closed. -I
.

(1) The emergency condenser is automatically brought into service. ,
'

by an indication of reactor high pressure. Reactor high pressure
3 could result from closure of the main steam isolation valves

during power operation. ' Automatic closure of the main' steam
isolation valves is initiated by the f ollowing conditions:

i

(a) Low-low reactor water level,
'

(b) Main steam line leak in the pipe-tunnel
'_, (c) Low vacuum in the main condenser

(2) The emergency condenser isolation valves close automatically on
indication of an emergency condenser piping leak. (The method of
indicationhas not yet been selected.)

(3) A situation involving an emergency condenser piping leak coincident
with conditions (a),(b), or (c) above has not _ been specifically I
provided for in the design of this unit. However, if such a
coincidence were to occur, the isolation feed pump could supply..

cooling water to the reactor by way'of the core spray line. The
+

core spray system would be a backup for the isolation feed and
bleed system.

" 41. What ere the consequences of an accident in which the feedwater system fails
and operator action or a reactor high pressure signal causes'the isolation .ibleed valves to open?

The bleed valves will automatically close again when reactor pressure I

drops below 1150 psi and decay heat removal will be handled by the
emergency condenser, which comes into operation at 1100 psi reactor-

pressure. The reactor would have scrammed from a low water level or
other signal. The water level over the core is sufficient to dissipate
decay heat for 15 minutes after scram,'but actually only a fraction of
this would be used even if only one emergency condenser coil were,

available. If the condenser were completely unavailable, the startup
feed pump would pump water through the core spray lines to keep the lcore covered.

42. Describe the gas holdup system and state the system capacity.

The off-gas holdup system for the air ejector discharge. comprises a
low velocity.. pipe line between air ejector and stack isolation valve, fto provide for decay of short half-life radioactive gases, and to

.

$

1
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permit time for operator action before release. Gases leaving the pipe
pass through an absolute filter and off-gas isolation line before being
released to the stack. The off-gas monitor system draws a sample from
ahead of the holdup pipe, measuring the activity and providing a signal
to close.the off-gas line isolation valve before maximum permissible
release rates are exceeded. Other components of the system include drains,
combustion suppression, purging and recirculation features and anisolation
valve at the beginning of the holdup pipe. The holdup pipe will have an
approximate internal volume of 2300 cubic. feet.

The gland seal exhauster has a holdup pipe of approximately 1400 cubic
feet volume.

-

43. How far from the nearest earthquake fault or branch fault is the reactor to
bc located? How far from the San Andreas fault is the reactor to be located?

The geologic and ceismologic characteristics of Bodega Head have been
carefully investigated by the Cocpany's consultants, Mr. William Quaide,
geologist, and Mr. Don Tocher, consulting seismologist, of University
of California at Berkeley. In addition, extensive soil borings were
conducted to determine soil and rock conditions on Bodega Head and to

| determine whether or not rock faulting exists in the selected power
plant sito. It is the conclusion of the Company's consultants and
verified by the borings that no active faulting exists on Bodega Head
and particularly under the power plant site. The geologic map in
Appendix IV, which was prepared by Mr. William Quaide indicates the
western margin of the San Andreas fault zone. The distance from this
western margin to the reactor is approximately 1,000 feet. The fault
zone at this point is estimated to be about a mile and a half wide.
Since there are ro active branch faults on Bodega Head the western edge.

of the San Andreas fault is therefore the closest known active fault
line to the plant site.

|
'

44. Describe the research and development program which will be conducted to
support the belief that a 2700 Mw-sec. nuclear excursion will not damage

| the reactor pressure vessel. Indicate any design features which could
I reduce the likelihood or magnitude of a rod dropout accident.

Development of Rod-Dropout-Accident Analytical Models - Work is con-
tinuing on the development of improved mathematical models to predict
the consequences of high reactivity addition rate accidents such as
the rod dropout accident. These models are checked against experimental
data obtained. from transient tests conducted in the AEC's Spert
facilities with uranium dioxide fuel and thus the work is dependent
upon the Spert program in this report. Present models accurately
predict the consequences of accidents up to the threshold of fuel
damage, which is as far as the Spert tests have gone to date.
Additinnal data on transients large enough to damage fuel are needed

-20-
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to verify the models used to predict the consequences of more severe
accidents. It is understood that tests past the fuel damage threshold
are planned ct Spert within the coming year. It is believed that the
analytical development efforts can be completed following the Spert

'

tests. It chould then be possible to predict t'he consequences of high
reactivity additica rate accidents and to evaluate the nced for rod

fworth minimizer computer and/or rod dropout velocity limiter devices
described below. i

!
"

DESIGN FEATURES - Design features which reduce the likelihood or
magnitude of a rod dropout accident are as follows:

'

1. Use of a large number (145) of control rods. This makes it
possible to plan operating rod patterns so that the dropout of a
rod of normal reactivity worth would not result in fuel melting
and the dropout of the highest worth rod from a normal pattern would
not result in fuel rod rupture as a result of fuel vaporization.,

2. Design of the control rod blades with ample clearances and other
features to minimize the potential for the irlade to stick within
the core. Experience with blades of similar design indicates
that they are not subject to significant dimensional distortions
of any kind as a result of exposure to a reacter environment.

3. Use of a minimum-clearance, high-strength coupling between the
control rod blade and its drive which minimizes the possibility |
of a separation of a blade from its drive. !

4. The drives will be designed to allow a check of coupling ir tegrity j.

to be made on withdrawn blades.

5. Use of sensitive nuclear instrumentation that will make it possible
to verify the control blade follows the drive during major move- jments when the reactor is at or near critical. .

6. In addition to the above features, a rod worth minimizer computer,

and a rod dropout velocity limiter device are being developed for i

possible use in the Bodega plant. These are described below:
i
i

Rod-Worth-Minimizer Computer - A computer which would continually
monitor control rod patterns to reinforce procedural controls
used to insure that patterns giving undesirable high reactivity
worths for individual rods are not set up is being developed and
will' be used in the Bodega plant if successfully developed.

Rod Dr4 pout Velocity Limiter - Conceptual designs of flow
restricting devices to be attached to the control rod blades to

i

i
|

1
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limit potential dropout velocities to safe values in the unlikely
event that a blade becomes stuck, separates from its drive, and
then works loose and falls after the drive is retracted. The <

device must, of course, be designed in such a way that it does '

not significantly decrease scram insertion rates. Several
i

designs are now under study and the most promising of these will ;

be subjected to development testing and, if successfully developed,
may be used in the Bodega plant as an alternate or in addition to
the rod worth minimizer computer described above.

45. Discuss the possible effects on this plant should an earthquake cause displace-
ments along minor faults under the plant.

.

The plant will be designed to resist seismic forces corresponding to
Richter magnitude 8.2 (established by Dr. G. W. Housner) which is equal i

[' to the severest shocks recorded or estimated in California. As {indicated in the reply to question 43, the geologic and seismologic |

characteristics of Bodega Head were carefully investigated by the '

Company's consultants Mr. William Quaide, geologist, and Mr. Don Tocher,
consulting seismologist of the University of California at Berkeley.
In addition, extensive borings.were conducted to determine soil and
rock conditions on Bodega Head and to determine whether or not rock
faulting existed in the selected power plant site. Mr. Quaide and
Nb. Tocher conclude that there is no evidence of any active faulting
on Bodega Head. They also conclude that there is no evidence of any
active faulting having occurred at the plant site during the past
several thousand years.

46. What are the consequences of a major steam line break in the pipe tunnel' if
the accident occurs during inversion conditions? Treat both a case in which
the containment isolation valve functions properly and a case in which the
isolation valve fails to close.

The analysis presented in the PHSR of a main steam leak in the pipe
tunnel during unstable meteorology did not take credit for diffusion
of the steam cloud by atmospheric turbulence. Only the initial expan-
sion of the cloud was considered. Therefore, the same analysis would

j apply to an inversion condition if cloud rise is neglected and if the
I same 10 mph wind speed is assumed. If a different wind speed were

assumed for an inversion, the calculated dose rate would be inversely
'

proportional to the assumed wind speed.

If credit were taken for cloud rise in the inversion case, maximum
ground concentrations of released halogens would be less L / a con-
siderable factor. It is expected that the cloud rise during an inver-
sion would be v,ery significant because atmospheric mixing would be
poor and the steam cloud would remain as buoyant as air heated to,

'

approximately 600*F. Figure 65 of Meteorology and Atomic Energy
indicates rises of thousands of feet for clouds equivalent to 600*F '.

air.
*

.
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A steam line break in the tur.nel coincident with failure of the
isolation valves to close has not specifically been provided for in the
design because it has been considered incredible, in view of the
frequent testing of the valves that will be carried out to assure they
will function properly. However, if such an event were to occur,
essentially all the reactor water could be discharged to the pipe tunnel
compared to only 43% if the valve did operate. The physical dimensions
of the steam cloud would be increased only 10 or 20%. Consequently,
total exposure due to halogens in the parsing cloud would be increased
by only 10 or 20%, on the order of 2 or 3 rems at the nearest site
boundary.

-

The core would be cooled down by the rapid flow of escaping coolant .|
.' during the blowdown and core cooling would continue to be accomplished {by the core spray system after the blowdown was completed. Continued;

feed flow would reto-tr the core in approximately three minutes.
(With reactor pressure at atmospheric, the condensate pumps are Lcapable of pumping rated feed flow through the turbine driven feed (pump, even if the feed pump has stopped.) Consequently, even if this

i

incredible accident were to occur, the integrity of the fuel cladding 4

would be maintained. I

47. What are the consequences of the MCOA, taking no credit for fallout in the
drywell and taking credit for plate out only as provided in treatments of
similar problems in TID 148447

The Bodega MCOA calculations assumed time-rated removal of halogens
and solids as experimental data reported in the literature indicate I

this to be more realistic than assuming an arbitrary fixed removal
|. frac tbn. Preliminary calculations indicate that the integrated )release of halogens would be less than a factor of ten greater if

only a 50% credit were taken for plate out, as suggested in TID 14844.
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h8. Submit samples of the calculations used in determining the doses rates set <
'

forth in the Radiological Effects of Major Accidents.

The solution of Suttons equation for an unstable 10 mph vind at 0.6
miles assuming a 300 ft plume height is as follova:1,

| (n = .22, Cy = .6, C, = .2, 10 mph = 4.47 m/s,
_ j

0.6 miles = 1000 m, 300 ft = 91 5 m),

1 .
I s

% x c c,c to '2Q4e -l ._ h }
*

, m '

y ux rn x 2~" C* j

$cc _ 2x /o ~'' ( -/ 9/5*\
^

exp. \f0CO'N/Iec. 9f'*f.,2xf$7y/OOO'M 0$
f

where Q/sec = stack discharge rate, quantity per second
Q/cc = ground concentration, quantity per cubic centimeter
Cy,Cz = diffusion coefficients, meters to the n/2 power

= stability parameter, dimensionlessn
u = vind speed, meters per second

= distance downvind, meternx
h = height of plume centerline above ground, meters

For the stabic case a moderately stable condition was assumed because
the assumption of great stability Itsults in insignificant concentra- j

tions reaching the ground out to ten miles or more. Parameters for
great stability are given in Table 14 of Appendix III.

,

For moderate !

stability the assumed parameters were n = .3, Cy = 21, and Cz = .07
' This gives a maximum value of (Q/cc per (Q/sec) of 9 4 x 10-12 at

l.75 miles falling off to 7 0 x 10- at 3 miles for a 5 mph vind
speed and 200 ft plume center height. The value 9.4 x 10-12 van con-
servatively used for the estinctes representing the hills on the main

.

land 3 miles away. Consequently, the doses and doce rates for the
| moderately stable condition are 9.h/2.08 = 4.5 times those for the un-

4

' I

stable case.
:

The mcximum stack discharge rate shown on Figure VIII-5 of the PHSR is
0 7 curies of noble gases per second for the Maximum Credible Operat-
ing Accident. From the above solution of Suttons equation this maxi- !

!

mum calculated stack discharge rate vould give a maximum ground con-
.{

'

centration as follows:
..

Q/cc = 0 7 x 2.08 x 10-12 = 1.4 x 10-12 curies /cc
.

'
w

I

a
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f ' '- This maximum ctack discharge rate'vould occur approximately one day
after the accident. Percentage composition of various isotopes in.

fission product mixtures as a function of irradiation time and decay
time can be obtained from IN-33414 " computed Fission Product Decay".
An infinite cloud conthining 10-9 curies /cc of an equilibrium mixture

4(500 day irradiation) of noble gases after 24 hour decays would give j
a dose rate of approximately 0.2 rem hr. A concentration of 1.4 x 10-12 1
curies /cc vould give 0.2 x 1.h x 10- =.28x10-3 rem /hrfortheMCOA.

!If the design bacio refueling accident vere to occur 2h hours after ''

shutdown, the came mixture and conversion factor vould apply. The
maximum atack discharge rate of 5 c/sec of noble Eases would result in
a calculated maximum ground concentration of 5 x 2.08 x 10.12 (
10.4 x 10-12 curies /cc and a maximum dose rate of 10.4 x .2 x 10~3 =

|
'

.002 rem /hr. The corresponding dose rate for the moderately stable
'

4

case would be 4.5 x .002 = .01 rem /hr. I

!
The maximum discharge rate for halogens shown on Figure VII-5 is '

2 x 10-3 curies /sec for the MCOA at 2 hours. From the above colution
of Suttons equation this vould result in a maximum ground concentra-
tion of halogens ,

Inhalation of 10~g 2 x 10-3 x 2.08 x 10-12 = 4.16 x 10-15 euries/ce.curies /cc of a 2 hour old equilibrium mixture of
halogens would give a thyroid doce rate of approximately .26 rem /hr.
The calculated maximum thyroid doce rate for the MCOA vould be
.26x4.16x10-3=.0011 rem /hr. The corresponding dose rate for the
moderately stable case vould be 4 5 x .0011 = .005 rem /hr. j

Percentage composition of isotopen in mixtures.of fission producto
varies with time. This was taken into account in integrating the ,

exposure rates.

.
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le . 49 Desev.,be the test program to be used to demonstrate the acceptability of i

the proposed control rod drive system and indicate the acceptability cri-.

teria.

The program consists of tests on prototype mechanisms in our San Jose i

Test Facility which include functional tests, calibration tests, over-
load tests, and endurance tests, all run under conditions of pressure
and temperature expected in the reactor. In addition, each drive in-

|tended for use in the reactor must pass functional tests which in-
)clude leaka6c, friction. scram tire, and shim operation before in- |_ '

stallation in the reactor. After installation, the chim and scram
characteristic of each drive is determined periodically in conjunc-

*

tien with the reactor hydraulic system. Detailed procedures for
* these test programs and acceptability criteria have not yet been

vorked out but vill be similar to those for the Humboldt Bay reactor i
drives which were described in Amendment 18 to the Humboldt licence j
application. i

,
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